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Introduction
Southern Gaul, on the edge of a sea criss-crossed with traffic for thousands of years, will always have
entertained multiple voices.1 From about the sixth century BC the area enters the historical stage with
the foundation of Marseille and we begin to see the region as a meeting point of various actors:
speakers of Iberian, Greek, Etruscan, Italic languages, Phoenician, Punic, ‘Ligurian’, Gaulish and
other Celtic languages. Comparanda would suggest that the majority of these speakers were bi- or
multi-lingual. The identification of ‘ethnic’, tribal or other population groups in this context remains
difficult and at the mercy of the bias of Classical sources.2 Nevertheless we can explore direct and
indirect traces of cultural and linguistic contacts in southern Gaul up to the Augustan period through
inscriptions written in a range of scripts.3 The epigraphic landscape of southern Gaul can be very
roughly divided, at least until the time of Augustus, into two broad zones: to the west of the river
Hérault the Levantine or north-eastern Iberian semisyllabary, a Palaeohispanic script, dominates; to
the East the picture is influenced more by the presence of the Greek script. We should remember,
however, that this division between south-western and south-eastern zones is a convenient scholarly
one and would not necessarily have been salient for the ancient population groups.
Early contacts with the Mediterranean world: Greek, Etruscan and Phoenicio-Punic
The first non-indigenous actors to settle widely in southern Gaul were the Phokaian Greeks who
peppered the coastline and river valleys with settlements of various sizes and types across both zones
from Nikaia (Nice, Alpes-Maritimes) in the south-east to Emporion (Empúries, Catalonia) and beyond
(MAP 1). 4 Unsurprisingly the Greeks left epigraphic remains, though in relatively low numbers,
perhaps mirroring the practice at the metropolis, Phokaia (Asia Minor). 5 The pre-Imperial Greek
epigraphic record of southern Gaul, set out in Inscriptions grecques de la France (IGF), which is
largely, but not entirely, restricted to lapidary inscriptions, numbers only approximately twenty-five
out of a total of 169, of which most can be linked to Greek settlements, the coast and trading contexts.
A recent collection of lapidary inscriptions not available for IGF and of non-lapidary inscriptions not
included in IGF’s remit (Mullen 2013a Appendix 2) does not change the picture considerably, though
a few ‘non-Greek’ sites appear.6 Of the thirty-seven entries in this collection dated to pre-100 BC,
nineteen are from known Greek, or partially Greek settlements, and a further six can be associated
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with trading contexts. The remaining twelve entries hail from Vaugrenier (Alpes-Maritimes), Le
Castellan, Marignane, Martigues (Bouches-du-Rhône), Béziers, Ensérune (Hérault), Elne, Ruscino
(Pyrénées-Orientales), Canonges, Mailhac, Montlaurès, Pech Maho (Aude), and offer a slight bias
towards the south-western zone. The IGF and non-IGF Greek pre-Roman inscriptions show almost no
evidence of linguistic contacts with non-Greek groups in naming practices and the evidence for
bilingual texts is virtually non-existent. Although it is difficult to be sure given the low levels of
epigraphy in the pre-Roman period and therefore an absence of a key type of evidence, it seems that
Phokaian Greek interaction with local populations, including the Iberians, may not have been of a type
which facilitates deep linguistic interactions and many colonial Greeks may have focused primarily on
their settlements and Mediterranean rather than Continental entanglements.
The earliest direct evidence for linguistic contacts in southern Gaul does, however, come from the
Greek world. The Ionic Greek Pech Maho (Aude) tablet (IGF 135), dated to around 425 BC, relays the
details of a commercial transaction in which Iberian-named individuals, and perhaps others from local
population groups, appear as witnesses in the process. The tablet, written in Greek, is probably to be
understood within the economic sphere of the Phokaian colony Emporion and conforms to the norms
of Greek contracts.7 The document has traditionally been understood as an account of a transaction,8
though has recently been reinterpreted as the deposition of a plaintiff in a legal context. 9 This
exceptional text is one of the very few to illustrate the entanglements between Greeks and local
populations, including Iberians, in this pre-Roman phase. Another example, this time less clear, can be
found in a name inscribed on an Attic skyphos, dated to the fourth century BC and found at Peyriacde-Mer (Aude). The name transcribed through the Greek alphabet, KANIKΩNE, 10 has been
interpreted either as an Iberian name 11 or as a Gaulish one. 12 Indeed the final -e may suggest an
adaptation of a Celtic name to the Iberian language as occurs elsewhere.13 The discovery at Lattes
(near Montpellier, Hérault) of two alphabets of a later date, from around 200 BC, with one followed
by the term knax which appears on the educational papyri from Egypt, indicates that instruction in the
Greek alphabet, at least, may have been occurring in coastal areas of south-western Gaul. Whether this
instruction was ever formalized and took place in ‘schools’ is impossible to tell, and it is unclear
whether the instruction was occurring between Greeks or involved other population groups. At a
settlement as multicultural as Lattes, with its evidence for possible Etruscan residents for example, we
would need more than this meagre evidence to understand a potentially complex picture.
Indeed the Etruscan presence in southern Gaul is most securely attested at Lattes, ancient Lattara,14 a
settlement, established around 500 BC, which appears to have welcomed a range of population groups.
Evidence for the proposed Etruscan presence includes Etruscan inscriptions and cookware and
demonstrates that the well-attested Etruscan commerce did not just occur in ad hoc fashion or at arm’s
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length.15 One fifth-century inscription in South-Etruscan script from Lattes seems to consist of an
Etruscan version of a Celtic name in the genitive: Ucial. 16 Etruscan texts are also recorded at
Marseille, Saint-Blaise, possibly Béziers,17 and the ‘other side’ of the Pech Maho tablet contains an
Etruscan text which can be dated to 450 BC demonstrating relations between Massaliote Greeks and
Etruscans.18 Whilst it is impossible to be sure where this text was written, and it seems to bear no
direct relationship with the Greek text of the other side, i.e. it is not a bi-version bilingual text, it
clearly fits into the cultural contacts of southern Gaul because the place name Marseille is attested in
Etruscan form in line 5: Mataliai. The text also mentions an Etruscan individual Venelus (line 1, as
Veneluz in l. 3, possibly from Orvieto/Volsinies) and possibly a Latin-named individual in line 3,
Utavu (which may be Octavius).
Another inscription dating to between the fifth and fourth centuries BC from Ensérune illustrates
interactions between Etruscans and Celtic-speaking populations, recording a Celtic feminine name
written in the genitive in the Etruscan alphabet: Smeraz (originally considered to be in Iberian script:
HER.02.002b celta, Fig. 1).19 However, a local Celtic epigraphy in Etruscan script is not created as it
is around Lake Lugano in northern Italy 20 and, in parallel with the practice of the Greeks, it is
therefore possible to argue that the Etruscans may not have been deeply entangled with local
populations. Nevertheless, the epigraphic record does contain apparent examples of interaction
between Etruscans and Greek- and Celtic-speaking communities, which is striking given the meagre
total volume of inscriptions from this early period. In the current state of documentation, however, we
cannot identify clear direct evidence of linguistic contact between Etruscans and Iberians or non-Celtic
local populations anywhere in southern Gaul.
Similarly we currently do not have proof of linguistic contacts between Phoenician or Punic speakers
and the populations of southern Gaul. 21 Nonetheless it is unquestionable that economic and
commercial interactions had been taking place in the region with Phoenicians from the seventh century
BC onwards since diagnostic products have been found in coastal areas and further inland, focused
mainly in the western zone.22 These primarily include large vessels such as Ibero-Punic or PhoenicioPunic amphorae and sometimes other items such as coins and the small mask found at Collioure
(Pyrénées-Orientales),23 though none so far carries any written record.24 The pre-Roman epigraphic
record is patchy, especially before about the fourth century BC, but we can be sure that
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Punic/Phoenician-, Etruscan- and Greek-speaking traders from around the Mediterranean,25 at times
regularly, at others sporadically, interacted, and sometimes settled, alongside the Phokaian Greeks and
the ‘indigenous’ Celtic and other communities.
In terms of the interaction between Greek settlers and ‘indigenous’ populations, it seems that no
indigenous sites show a profound assimilation to a Greek way of life: nowhere is evidence of
‘becoming Greek’ systematically traceable, something that can be compared to the more penetrating,
though still complex, processes of ‘becoming Roman’ attested increasingly from around the turn of the
millennium;26 rather, some indigenous groups seem to adopt select aspects of Greek culture for their
own purposes.27 Without doubt, external influences did have a significant impact on southern Gaul; in
particular, the increased trade and contact provoked a response from indigenous communities, namely
a movement away from subsistence and consequently increased settlement fixity.28 The settlements
undergoing most rapid transformation were often those closest to the coast, and presumably, therefore,
to the maritime koine, and to Greek centres, 29 although many indigenous settlements in the direct
hinterland of Marseille seem to have experienced tense, sometimes hostile, relationships with the
colony and retained distinctively indigenous facies.30 Nevertheless the diversity of reactions and the
continuation of many traditional aspects demonstrate that the process was far from straightforward
assimilation but rather ‘l’effet conjugué des stimulations externes et des motivations locales’.31 These
external stimuli emanated from all around the Mediterranean basin, including the Iberian peninsula,
though it is often hard to disentangle, quantify and qualify their precise origins.
Contacts with the Iberian world
The first contacts between the Iberian world and southern Gaul can be illustrated by the transfer of
production practices and techniques. Already occurring in the Bronze Age, these transfers intensified
during the sixth century BC and are particularly obvious in ceramic wares.32 This interaction resulted
in local products of mixed characteristics.33 In terms of transfer of techniques, this can be seen in the
production of tableware, the practice of storage in buried silos and, from the fourth century BC, the
practice of writing.
In southern Gaul, Palaeohispanic epigraphy appears as ownership marks on imported ceramics and
stamps on dolia, on a dozen sheets of lead, coins, and, very rarely, on stone. The epigraphy is largely a
feature of the third to first centuries BC and rapidly disappears under the Roman Empire. A few sites
produce this epigraphy: two in the Pyrénées-Orientales (Ruscino/Château-Roussillon et Elne), one in
25
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Hérault (Ensérune), five in Aude (Mailhac, Montlaurès, Pech Maho, Peyriac-de-Mer, Tourouzelle) and
one in Haute-Garonne (Vieille-Toulouse). In Cerdagne ten sites provide 37 inscribed rocks (145 texts
and 1475 signs) which appear to respond to specific local issues and constitute a closed group. 34
Inscriptions have also been found on three sites (Lattes (Hérault), Gruissan (Aude) and Aubagnan
(Landes)35) which are on imported inscribed objects and are not evidence for a local practice of using
Palaeohispanic scripts. The first one is a lead bar written in meridional script;36 its origin and date are
unknown. The inscription found at Gruissan is on a large bronze plate and in Celtiberian language,
probably part of the shipment of a wreck. 37 Finally, the inscriptions from Aubagnan are clearly a
manufacturer’s signature and were most probably inscribed when the phiales were produced (perhaps
in Tivissa, given the proximity of the productions found there (see below)).38 With the exception of
Ensérune which offers a corpus of nearly 400 inscriptions, none of these ‘Palaeohispanic’ sites
provides many inscriptions.
The presence of the north-eastern Iberian script in southern Gaul is one of the supporting arguments
for Javier de Hoz’s hypothesis that Iberian was a lingua franca. This view sees the origin of Iberian
language and culture in the southern part of the Valencian Country, in Contestania, and an expansion
from south to north of the language and north-eastern Iberian or Levantine script.39 Iberian would have
served as a lingua franca, particularly in the trading realm between different population groups in the
northern Iberian zone and in south-western Gaul. Although other scripts were in use, these populations
chose the north-eastern Iberian semi-syllabary. The Palaeohispanic inscriptions from Ensérune offer
an Iberian anthroponymic stock which matches that found in the Iberian peninsula (e.g. selkiteŕ
HER.02.024, Fig. 2) but also many Celtic personal names (e.g. katubaŕe HER.02.373).40 It seems that
there were therefore, from the fourth century BC, close links between the Celtic and Iberian
populations at this site, such that local workers even chose the north-eastern script, although not well
suited to their language, for their stamps on dolia. Other obscure names appear to belong to a local
substrate language uncovered by Jürgen Untermann41 and for which Javier de Hoz was able to identify
a few traits based on toponyms and hydronyms in Ptolemy’s Geography.42 These populations, which
seem to be neither Celtic- nor Iberian-speaking, were conventionally called ‘Ligurian’ based on
Classical texts such as the periplus of Pseudo-Scylax who describes the cohabitation of ‘Ligurian’ and
Iberian groups between Emporion and the Rhône. This nomenclature has been the source of numerous
confusions and conflations.43 In fact we now tend to mention ‘Ligurians’ within inverted commas or
avoid its use altogether; Javier de Hoz talks of a ‘ligur-languedociense’ or ‘liguroïdes’ stratum. 44
Essentially a phantom in our attested evidence, this language and its speakers may have been
important elements in the linguistic and cultural entanglements of southern Gaul and remind us of our
unavoidable bias towards those who can and choose to write.
34
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Our poor knowledge of Iberian does not allow us to understand the rare long texts that we have. 45 It is
not currently possible to detect with certainty the phenomena of lexical borrowings which would
illuminate the cultural and linguistic contacts which we already know existed through the
archaeological record. In the absence of full access to the lexicon, grammar and syntax, we are unable
to tell whether southern Gaul developed a specific form of Iberian or whether one single language was
used as a lingua franca, or indeed as a koine, between multiple groups. The very nature of the texts,
which are often limited to marks of ownership, does not allow us to decide whether the writers,
beyond being able to use the north-eastern script to write their names, actually knew any Iberian. In
fact the few elements of Iberian grammar that we do understand, namely suffixes marking belonging,
provenance and perhaps number, are only very rarely attested in the Palaeohispanic inscriptions from
southern Gaul.46 The hypothesis of a lingua franca used only at a written level could be envisaged,
though it is difficult to see how this would work in practice.47
The idea of a spread of the lingua franca from south to north has been queried on chronological and
palaeographic grounds, since the earliest Iberian inscriptions found in the north-east of the Iberian
peninsula and in southern Gaul employ the ‘dual system’ of the script allowing the writers to
distinguish voiced and voiceless stops using diacritics. This system is well attested in the Catalan and
Languedocian regions in the fourth century BC and is earlier than its attestation elsewhere. 48 This
might indicate an earlier development of the north-eastern script in the north and a spread from north
to south of the script and lingua franca. We can see that writers in Languedoc, in addition to the use of
the dual system, developed several new signs, of which one, in the shape of downwards pointing
arrows, only appears at Ensérune,49 indicating a certain amount of innovation and creativity in the use
of script in the area. However, there is no clear evidence to suggest that Catalonia and Languedoc
developed their own regional variety of Iberian and the vast majority of available texts are not long
enough even to be sure that the dual system was employed in a systematic manner.50 So, neither the
question of the origin of the script, nor the possible direction of spread of the proposed lingua franca,
can be solved given the current state of documentation.
Javier de Hoz has suggested that the creation of the dual system in south-western Gaul should be seen
as a response to linguistic contacts between Iberian and Indo-European populations,51 and grew out of
the need to adapt the Palaeohispanic script to names with sounds unfamiliar to Iberian speakers.
Amongst the signs created for the dual system we should note the systematic use of certain signs to
represent sounds specific to Gaulish or Latin, for example the use of the sign <ŕ> in the transcription
of Latin and Celtic names in south-western Gaul and the north-east of the Iberian peninsula.52 Given
that the dual system is relatively well dated to between the fourth and second centuries BC, we might
45
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assume that the linguistic contacts between Celtic and Iberian groups might have been particularly
intense and fruitful during this period. They did not, however, survive more intensive integration into
the Roman world: after this period Latin and its script rapidly took over as the lingua franca.
It is not possible to recover much information about the origins and motives of the first Iberian
speakers who set themselves up in south-western Gaul, though many modern commentators view the
draw as economic and some have suggested seeing them as equivalent to metics in the Greek world. 53
The Iberian groups, though presumably a minority in the area, seem to have had an impact locally far
beyond the linguistic, the origin of which may lie in a certain prestige attached to their way of life,
perhaps linked to their economic and productive prowess. The Iberians were clearly involved in the
economic sphere in the area54 and they have been envisaged as middle men acting between both large
and more modest Mediterranean trading partners.55 During the last five centuries BCE, Roussillon and
Aude imported different material: in the fifth century BC Roussillon seems to be importing from
nearby Catalonia, whereas in the Languedoc material was travelling from further afield,56 sometimes
from Andalusia, as attested by a small lead tablet found at Lattes (HER.01.03) and inscribed using the
Meridional Palaeohispanic script mentioned above. These well-established trading lines persisted
throughout the Iron Age. The products exchanged were not always standard everyday items but
sometimes impressive pieces of metal work which may have been exchanged or given in the context
of diplomatic relations or xenia. This may well be the case, for example, with the inscribed phiales
found at Aubagnan (Landes), which may date to c. 200 BC and for which exact comparanda can be
found in the treasure from Tivissa in Catalonia dated to the fourth to third centuries BC.
Contacts in a Roman Mediterranean
At about the time that direct linguistic evidence for Iberian is waning in the south-western zone,
Celtic-speaking communities in the south-eastern zone, and especially in the lower-Rhône delta, are
advancing onto the epigraphic stage with their use of Greek script to write Celtic, an epigraphy known
as ‘Gallo-Greek’. This has been traditionally attributed to the result of a process of ‘Hellenization’ and
of contacts between ‘elites’ at Marseille.57 Recent research has instead suggested that the distribution
of texts (MAP 1), the time-period, the lack of Greek linguistic features in the texts and the evidence of
Italic languages within them may mean that we ought to see the phenomenon of Gallo-Greek as part of
a more complex process of ‘Mediterraneanization’ with influences from a range of actors, including
colonial Greeks, but also various Greek and other linguistic groups from the Italian peninsula and
elsewhere.58 The epicentre of the phenomenon lies on the confluence of several key fluvial routes,
with the Rhône running from north to south through the centre, with Marseille outside the epigraphic
zone, suggesting that the focus on more complex origins may not be misplaced. The analysis of the
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precise forms of the script indicate that handwritten Greek may have been the model, which may also
encourage us to envisage a trading context for the contact and motivation required for the initial
borrowing.59 The time period in which Gallo-Greek is securely attested has been brought forward by
Michel Bats to start as late as the last quarter of the second century BC, based on his view that several
of the oldest ‘Gallo-Greek’ texts may be Greek.60 Rather than seeing Gallo-Greek as the result of
Hellenization of indigenous groups, we might rather see the timing of this phenomenon as the result of
changes within the indigenous societies and the intensifying Roman role in the region: Aquae Sextiae
(Aix-en-Provence, Bouches-du-Rhône) was founded in 123 BC and integration progressed until the
formal incorporation of the area under the Imperial aegis of Augustus in 27 BC.
Although the origins of Gallo-Greek probably begin with graffiti on ceramic and may be associated
with trading contexts and internal settlement requirements, the lapidary development can perhaps be
associated with additional factors in the evolving cultural environment of the first century, including
increasing numbers of ‘non-indigenous’ individuals in the hinterland, partly due to influxes from the
Italian peninsula. These incomers bring not only the notion of an ‘epigraphic habit’, which does not
appear to have been embraced by Phokaian Greeks, but also a motivation for local expression in this
new world order. The distribution of the texts strengthens the argument: the most prolific sites for
lapidary Gallo-Greek are Glanum, Nîmes and Cavaillon, all of which later become significant Roman
settlements. In addition the non-Gaulish linguistic features in these texts can be related to the Italian
peninsula. We find a praetor, ΠΡΑΙΤωΡ (RIG I G-108), attested at Vitrolles (Bouches-du-Rhône)
which perhaps indicates an investment, at least superficially, in Roman modes of organization.
Similarly the non-Gaulish names can be linked to Italian origins and as yet none of the non-Gaulish
names in the published Gallo-Greek inscriptions is definitely Greek or Iberian: 61
Ρ[?]ΟΥ∣ΜΑΝ[Ι/Ε?]∣ΟC (Collias, RIG I G-183), ΚΟΡΝΗΛΙΑ (Glanum, RIG I G-65), CΚΟΥΡΡΑ
(Cavaillon, RIG I G-141), ΚΟΥΑΔΡΟΥΝΙΑ (RIG I G-106), ΚΑΕΙΟC (Velleron) 62 and ΓΑΙΟC
(Gaujac, RIG I G-198). The main recurring formula, the Celtic ΔΕΔΕ ΒΡΑΤΟΥ ΔΕΚΑΝΤΕΝ,
probably meaning ‘gave a tithe in gratitude’, can be linked to influences from a Mediterranean koine,
and communities from central-southern Italy provide all the elements and appropriate circumstances
for contact-induced adoption.63
Inscriptions containing deity names are particularly important for indicating cultural continuity and
early Italian influence.64 The ΔΕΔΕ ΒΡΑΤΟΥ ΔΕΚΑΝΤΕΝ dossier is well represented at Glanum
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(Bouches-du-Rhône) with three out of fourteen examples occurring at this site. Possible evidence of
cultural continuity can be revealed by investigating the inscription containing the only non-Celtic
name in Glanum’s Gallo-Greek record: ΚΟΡΝΗΛΙΑ (RIG I G-65, Fig. 3), the Latin name Cornelia.
This inscription includes the ΔΕΔΕ ΒΡΑΤΟΥ ΔΕΚΑΝΤΕΝ formula and is dedicated to the
ΡΟΚΛΟΙCΙΑΒΟ, thought to be the ‘far-hearing goddesses’. This might be compared to the beautifully
carved Latin inscription from Glanum to the Auribus (IAG 18, Fig. 4) of the first or second century
AD, complete with a carving of a pair of ears within a wreath.65 The name of the pia ministra who
dedicates is Loreia, a rare name, whose attestations outside Gallia Narbonensis (where it is found at
Glanum and Narbonne (CIL XII 4731)) are restricted to Italia and Alpes Poeninae. This might
highlight continuity of practice, illustrated in the Gallo-Greek record by a woman possibly from Italy,
or with connections to Italy, worshipping the Celtic far-hearing goddesses and continued, in Latin
guise to the Auribus, by another woman, perhaps from Italy.
The corpus of Gallo-Greek inscriptions from south-eastern Gaul contains virtually nothing other than
onomastic evidence and the ΔΕΔΕ ΒΡΑΤΟΥ ΔΕΚΑΝΤΕΝ formula. The Gallo-Greek inscription from
Velleron (Vaucluse) is therefore unusual in that it provides a verb. This Gaulish stele is the only
secure instance of a bilingual text involving Gaulish from southern Gaul.66 It takes a standard ‘Celtic’
form with triangular summit and probably dates to the first century BC (Fig. 5).67
1. ΚΑΕΙΟC
2. ΙΝΔΟΥΤΙΛ
2a. Ο
3. CΑΜΟΛΑ
4. ΤΙCΑΝΕ
5. ΚΤΙΑ
6. ΟΥΑΛΗΤΕ
The format of the inscription appears most likely to be two masculine personal names, ΚΑΕΙΟC
ΙΝΔΟΥΤΙΛΟ ‘Gaius Indoutilos’, followed by two feminine personal names, CΑΜΟΛΑΤΙC
ΑΝΕΚΤΙΑ ‘Samolatis Anektia’, and a plural Latin verb ualete ‘farewell’. The onomastic evidence in
the Gallo-Greek inscriptions consists of either a simple name or a name plus patronymic adjective. Do
the first two names mark a break in this standard practice and reflect a duo nomina formation? In the
second and first centuries, the standard system in Latin was the praenomen and nomen. The first name
ΚΑΕΙΟC may be a rendition of the common Latin praenomen Gaius, written Caius in standard Latin
orthography, due to the fossilization of the form when /g/ was represented by C.68 This would imply a
knowledge of conventional Latin orthography on the part of the author of the text. The second
character, probably female, appears to have a ‘traditionally’ Gaulish name. The formation seems to be
a personal name plus an adjectival patronymic in -ia. It could be argued that we are treating four
65

Blétry 1998. A similar altar is dedicated to Bonae Deae at Arles (CIL XII 654), again with a pair of ears within
a wreath, perhaps a different interpretatio of the same Celtic deities. An inscription to Bonae Deae was also
found at Glanum nearby that to the Auribus in house VII.
66
There may be another from Olbia, IGF 66, see Mullen 2013a: 171–173.
67
The typology has been designated as essentially Celtic (Bessac, Gasco, Michelozzi, Lejeune 1986: 62) or as
demonstrating Greek or Etruscan origins (e.g. Jacobsthal 1931: 212). Whatever its origins, the form seems to be
distinctively ‘local’ in the context of southern Gaul in this period.
68
In lapidary inscriptions Caius and its abbreviated variant are found almost exclusively, see Clackson and
Horrocks 2007: 96 for spelling conventions.
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separate characters: ΚΑΕΙΟC, ΙΝΔΟΥΤΙΛΟC, CΑΜΟΛΑΤΙC and ΑΝΕΚΤΙΑ. However, the order of
the names, with a Latin praenomen in first position, and a possible patronymic in last position,
indicates that we are dealing with two. 69 A bi-partite naming formula is common in Gallo-Greek
lapidary inscriptions, and the exact formation of female name plus patronymic adjective can be
securely attested four times in RIG I (G-106, 107, 146, 211), which is not inconsiderable considering
the relatively low number of well-understood Gallo-Greek lapidary inscriptions involving women.
The object, script, morphology and, except for the first name, onomastics, identify the inscription as
Gaulish and as contemporary with the bulk of the Gallo-Greek inscriptions. The verb at the end cannot
be Gaulish, Iberian or Greek, but is a transliteration of the Latin verb ualete into Gallo-Greek. This
final address is an example of code-switching and might be a deliberate ploy on the part of the author
to show the Gaulish pair’s complicity with the Italian contact culture. uale appears repeatedly in
multicultural centres such as Rome and Pompeii and Paolo Poccetti points out that ‘an enormous
quantity of Latin inscriptions from the late Republican period onwards attests this practice of imitating
oral greeting’.70 We might view the verb, in many cases, as a common, perhaps ‘colloquial’,71 element
in Latin inscriptions and equivalents can also be found in the Italic languages (ST Lu 40, MV 6, Pg
11).72 The most plausible explanation of the code-switch seems to be that the Gaulish author has
chosen to use a Latin verb, but has picked one familiar through contact with Italians, rather than a
formula more standard for Latin funerary epitaphs (e.g. HSE, DM). Contacts with the Italian peninsula
occurred at least as early as the third century and have a much more substantial role in the creation and
development of Gallo-Greek than has traditionally been allowed. The Gallo-Greek evidence is now
being discussed in terms of interaction with a Mediterranean koine rather than primarily and
exclusively the Massaliote colonies.
We saw above that evidence for interaction between Phokaian colonists and indigenous groups was
extremely rare in the pre-Roman epigraphy, but under the period of rising Roman influence some of
the best evidence for linguistic and cultural interaction between Greek-named and Celtic-named
individuals can be found. At the rock sanctuary known as La Tour de l’Acapte on the Presqu’île de
Giens thousands of fragments of ceramic have been uncovered equating to hundreds of Greek
inscriptions.73 These indicate that the sanctuary is dedicated to Aristaios and the dedicators have a
mixture of both Greek and Celtic names.74 The naming practices and formulae at the site show striking
instances of negotiation between the two languages within a Greek discourse, including hybrid names,
which distinguish this site in the context of Gaulish-Greek relations in south-eastern Gaul, and
Bats suggests that we could view the names as consisting of a male tria nomina, ΚΑΕΙΟC ΙΝΔΟΥΤΙΛΟ
CΑΜΟΛΑΤΙC, followed by a single female idionym, ΑΝΕΚΤΙΑ, in which case, the man represented on the
stele ‘pourrait être alors l’un de ces premiers indigènes ayant accédé à la citoyenneté romaine, mais ayant
conservé dans son appellation son identité gauloise’ (2011b: 225). This analysis is not impossible, though the
ordering of the names and the comparanda (for which, see Mullen 2013a: 182–189) suggest that a duo nomina
followed by an idionym plus patronymic is more plausible.
70
Poccetti 2010: 106.
71
See Poccetti 2010 for a discussion of the colloquial nature of this greeting.
72
See Untermann 2000: 823.
73
These are still not fully published, see IGF 68; Bats 2004: 16–17; Giffault and Coupry 1990; Mullen 2013a:
243–263 for discussions.
74
There are also two Latin names, see Bats 2004: 10–12; Mullen 2013a: 243–262 with table 11 for details of the
names.
69
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possibly in terms of evidence for Celtic-Greek interaction anywhere. The sanctuary is found at a
distance of around 5 kilometres from the Phokaian colony Olbia (Var), and shows Celtic-named
individuals apparently intimately involved in a Greek rural cultic context. Though evidence elsewhere
suggests that the Greek language was largely restricted to colonies and trading contexts, this
epigraphic cache reminds us of the heterogeneity of interactions and communities and the dangers of
over-generalization.
To the west of the Hérault in Gaul no Greek name has been found transcribed in Iberian and no
example of the adaptation of the Greek script for Iberian as there was in the fourth century BC in
Contestania (Graeco-Iberian script). However several series of coin legends from Languedoc, dated to
the second and first centuries BC, illustrate the interactions between the Greek and Iberian worlds.
Some of these issues have two legends, one in the north-eastern script and the other in Greek script
(e.g. biuŕbi/ΛΟΓΓΟΣΤΑΛΕΤΩΝ, Mon.02, leyenda 1). On two of them, we find on the reverse Celtic
names in Greek script (e.g. ΒΟΚΙΟΣ Mon.02, leyenda 2, ΡΙΓΑΝΤΙΚΟΣ Mon.02, leyenda 3). These
coins are the most ‘hellenized’ coins known in southern Gaul as they are imitations of the Massaliote
bronzes with tripods. 75 Their distribution is restricted to Languedoc and the Aude valley up to
Toulouse.76 Other coins found on the coast of Languedoc contain Celtic names of men identified as
‘kings’ through the term βασιλεύς. These coins attest the complex relations between the various parts
of the ‘indigenous’, Iberian and the Graeco-Roman worlds, since they also have an iconography which
links them to the Iberian issues of Iltirta/Lérida (e.g. ΚΑΙΑΝΤΟΛΟΥ IBL 2416) or of
Kese/Tarragone (for the reverse, e.g. ΒΙΤΟΥΚΟC IBL 2408 with a bounding lion).77 Furthermore the
metrology and denominations of these issues (as, semis) can be directly linked to the Roman system.78
These coins demonstrate the complexity of the entanglements in southern Gaul in the late pre-Imperial
period.
In the middle of the second century BC (between 175 and 150/130 BC), we can be sure of close
contacts and trade between Iberian-, Latin- and Gaulish-speaking groups in Vieille-Toulouse (HauteGaronne), thanks to amphorae marked with north-eastern characters in red paint found in wells (Fig.
6). 79 Several interpretations have been advanced for the sequences linking the names with the
following: quantity, date,80 price,81 lot number and, more recently, tolls.82 This appears to be a unique
epigraphic group and to represent a ‘processus typiquement tolosate’.83 Amongst the names we find
Latin names (e.g. babirgi/PAPIRIUS or FABRICIUS; binugi/VINVCIUS; curti/CURTIUS; seste/SEXTIUS),
Celtic (e.g. anbi) and Iberian (e.g. sakar).84 One of these marks, using the same technique and clearly
75

Feugère, Py, 2011: 301. These authors propose a late third century BC to beginning of the second century BC
date, whereas García Bellido 2001 and the Hesperia database offer a more recent date of the beginning of the
first century BC.
76
Feugère, Py, 2011: 304 (map).
77
Feugère, Py, 2011: 297.
78
Ibid. This makes sense when we consider that Iberian Kese became Roman Tarragone in 218 BC and the coins
of Languedoc are dated to the middle of the second century BC.
79
Vidal, Magnol 1983; Lejeune 1983b; Gorgues 2010: 309–325.
80
Lejeune 1983b: 35.
81
Lejeune 1983b: 36.
82
Gorgues 2010: 317.
83
Gorgues 2010: 311.
84
Editio princeps: Vidal, Magnol 1983; Lejeune 1983b.
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belonging to the same ensemble, is written with the Latin alphabet and gives the Latin name Q. OFELI,
followed by a sequence of Iberian metrological signs. This inscription confirms the knowledge of at
least two writing systems by the same writer. The texts are on Graeco-Italic amphorae but are
associated with cookware of Massaliote origin, leaving open the possibility that there also may have
been Greek individuals on site. This group of texts would have remained an isolated case if new finds
had not backed up the picture of multiculturalism. On the nearby site of the Quartier Saint-Roch other
inscriptions dating to around 125–100 BC include Greek names also attested at Marseille in levels
with inscriptions in north-eastern script.85 Even if these short inscriptions cannot allow us to reach firm
conclusions about the precise nature of the interactions, we can nonetheless be certain that the northeastern script was being used at Vieille-Toulouse at a relatively late period for writing Iberian (cf.
lakei)86 and for transcribing local names,87 alongside Latin and Greek.
With the exception of a few isolated cases, such as that of Vieille-Toulouse, the Latin language and
alphabet replaced the north-eastern script in southern Gaul from around the time of the creation of the
Roman provincia. Palaeohispanic epigraphy disappears totally in the space of a few decades and,
within Latin epigraphy in southern Gaul very few inscriptions mention Iberian-named individuals or
those described as hailing from the Iberian peninsula. 88 Occasionally traces of the survival of
indigenous languages and identities can be recovered in isolated areas, for example the remote valleys
of the Pyrenees where votive inscriptions inscribed in Latin script dating from the first century BC to
the third century AD contain local personal and deity names.89 These are the last epigraphic witnesses
in southern Gaul of groups whose origins can be clearly traced amongst the populations of the Iberian
peninsula. Javier de Hoz describes a ‘latinisation différenciée’ in south-western Gaul between Iberianand Gaulish-speaking communities. The former barely have a voice through non-Palaeohispanic
epigraphies. Conversely, the latter had already used the Iberian and Greek scripts for writing their
names, elsewhere in Gaul had adopted the Greek, and later, the Roman script (‘Gallo-Latin’) more
extensively, and large numbers of Celtic names can be found in Imperial Roman epigraphy throughout
southern Gaul.90
In fact there are really only two instances of lapidary Gallo-Latin (Gaulish written in Latin alphabet)
from southern Gaul in RIG II.1, both from the Bouches-du-Rhône: VECTIT[… / BIRACI[… (L-1,
Ventabren) and BOVDIL/ATIS · LEMISVNIA (L-2, Coudoux).91 The latter might be more securely
85

Moret, Ruiz Darasse, Verrier 2015.
Moret, Ruiz Darasse, Verrier 2015: 409–410.
87
Moret, Ruiz Darasse, Verrier 2015: 411–413, unless it is a writing exercise.
88
CIL XII, 735, Arles: D(is) M(anibus) / Metelliae Protidis / matri / Birbilitan(ae) Lucinae (which may link to
Bilbilis in Hispania Tarraconensis); CIL XII, 828, Arles: D(is) M(anibus) / Iuliae Politic(a)e / L(ucius) Cornelius
/ Hiberus uxori / karissimae; CIL XIII, 874, Bordeaux: Val(eriae) Hi/berin(a)e / Quartil/la mater p(osuit) / et
P(ublicio?) Lucio / marito / pientis(simo) p(osuit); CIL XII, 5686, 418a, Aoste, and CIL XIII, 10010, 1016a, La
Graufesenque: Iberius.
89
For a revised corpus of this material, see Gorrochategui 2013. For a catalogue of the altars, see Rodriguez and
Sablayrolles 2008.
90
For Gallia Narbonensis, see Untermann 1969. For Aquitania, see Gorrochategui 1984. For the Celtic names of
Gaul more generally, see Delamarre 2007; Evans 1967 ; Schmidt 1957. For names and bilingualism in the
graffiti from La Graufesenque, see Adams 2003: 687–724; Marichal 1988; Mullen 2013b.
91
See the discussion in RIG II.1: 63–68 and Lejeune 1977. This leaves: one inscription from Orange (RIG II.2 L18), about which Lambert notes ‘il ne s’agit pas d’une véritable inscription gallo-latine, mais de la citation, en
contexte latin, d’un mot gaulois’ (RIG II.2: 36); the Amélie-les-Bains tablets (L-97), which possibly contain
86
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assigned to Gaulish as it contains the Gaulish patronymic suffix -ia. However, the Ventabren stele
does not provide any diagnostic features, and may well be Latin (containing Gaulish names). Michel
Bats points out that Michel Lejeune92 is wrong to propose ‘une évolution en trois volets (gallo-grec
jusqu’à César, puis gallo-latin jusqu’à Claude et enfin latin)’;93 Gallo-Latin is instead found alongside
later phases of Gallo-Greek and early Latin.94 Indeed, we might wonder whether a Gallo-Latin phase
can be posited for southern Gaul at all:95 the evidence for a Gallo-Latin epigraphic phase is largely
restricted to inscriptions on local coins in Latin script, some of which are likely to have been
envisaged as Latin.96 We might wonder why, in contradistinction to the situation in Tres Galliae,
Gallo-Latin is so rare in southern Gaul. The lack of Gallo-Latin could be interpreted as resistance to
Roman culture, but, considering the large numbers of Celtic names employed in the Latin inscriptions,
another solution appears more cogent. Adoption of the Latin language and Roman methods of writing
may have been more advanced than elsewhere in Gaul and hence Gallo-Latin was superfluous.97
Situated on the edge of the Palaeohispanic world, southern Gaul represents a colourful area in which a
range of Mediterranean and local communities interacted over several centuries and traces have been
uncovered which indicate clearly the important role that Iberian populations played beyond the
confines of the Iberian peninsula. The complex epigraphy of this area is one key output of intense
linguistic and cultural interactions and seems to have reached its apogee in the third to second
centuries in the western zone and the second to first in the east, receding dramatically under the
standardizing pressure of the Roman Empire with its successful lingua franca and epigraphy.

elements of Gaulish in Latin script, though caution must be exercised as this is a magical text known only
through transcriptions; and perhaps one or two fragmentary graffiti whose linguistic affiliations are uncertain
(see Bats 2011: 220 for a handful of possible examples).
92
Lejeune 1983a.
93
Bats 1988: 145.
94
Bats refers to a rare inscription from Entremont in cursive Latin with Greek letters, and coin legends from
‘Gaule interne’ demonstrating confusions such as Greek rho for Latin R and the lunate sigma for Latin S (1988:
146). Moberg 1987 discusses bilingual coin legends.
95
Langslow 2002 33 notes that script is often the first aspect to be affected in language shift, even before
onomastics.
96
Though some with terminations have Celtic -OS (RIG IV 32, 49, 70) and RIG IV 148 possibly shows the same
inscription in ‘Gallo-Latin’ DVRNACOS / AVSCROCOS and ‘Latin’ DVRNACVS / AVSCROCVS.
97
Lambert 1992: 294.
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